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Introduction
Evolution: competition between individuals for survival and reproduction

• Strategic interactions (public goods games, rent seeking, trust
games, common pool resource games) must have been common

• Darwinian logic: those alive today had ancestors who were successful
at surviving and reproducing; our preferences should reflect this



Introduction
Evolution: our research question

• If preferences that guide the behavior of individuals in
strategic interactions are transmitted from one generation to
the next, and if the realized material payoffs determine
fitnesses, which preferences can evolution by natural selection
be expected to lead to? [indirect evolutionary approach, Güth
and Yaari, 1992]

• Goal: understand how the environment in which a population
evolves affects the evolutionary viability of preferences

• Jörgen and I (AER 2010, JTB 2012, Etrica 2013, GEB 2016)
• With Laurent Lehmann (Evolution 2015, WP 2018)
• NB: transmission can be biological or cultural



Introduction
Framework

• A large (continuum) population
• Individuals are randomly matched into pairs
• Each pair has a symmetric interaction, with strategy set X
• w (x , y): fitness from playing x ∈ X against y ∈ X
• Each individual has a type θ, which defines a utility function
uθ: X 2 → R

• Type set: Θ (homo oeconomicus: u = w)



Introduction
Framework

• Consider a population with some resident type θ

• Inject some individuals with some mutant type τ

• Posit an information structure and evaluate fitnesses at Nash
equilibrium strategy profile(s)

• The resident type θ withstands the invasion of the mutant
type τ if the average fitness of residents exceeds that of
mutants, when the mutants are rare

• Seek types which best withstand the invasion against other
preference types



Introduction
Framework

• Red thread in our work: recognize that the descendants of the
initial mutants tend to interact (due to geographical, social,
and cultural barriers)

• Pr [τ|τ, ε] may be greater than ε

• Write r for limε→0 Pr [τ|τ, ε] [index of assortativity,
Bergstrom, 2003]

• Uniform random matching ⇒ r = 0
• Interactions between siblings who inherited their types from
their common parents ⇒ r = 1/2



Interactions within the family

• Why? Because our joint work started with work on
interactions within the family



Interactions within the family

Insight #1

Evolution by natural selection may favor weaker intra-family
altruism in harsh than in generous environments



Interactions within the family
Evolution of altruistic preferences under complete information

• Alger and Weibull (AER 2010, JTB 2012)
• Interactions under complete information
• Each individual has some degree of altruism α ∈ (−1, 1) ≡ Θ
towards the opponent:

uα (x , y) = w (x , y) + α · w (y , x)

• Assume Nash equilibrium uniqueness



Interactions within the family
Evolution of altruistic preferences under complete information

∀α′ 6= α, α′ ∈ (−1, 1) :

w [x∗ (α, α) , x∗ (α, α)]

> (1− r) · w
[
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)
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Interactions within the family
Evolution of altruistic preferences under complete information

(r − α) · x∗1 (α, α) + (1− rα) · x∗2 (α, α) = 0



Interactions within the family
Application: production and sharing within the family

• Time line:

1. A pair of siblings simultaneously choose productive efforts

2. Each sibling’s random output is realized, Yi ∈
{
Y L,Y H

}
. It

depends probabilistically on own effort.

3. The siblings observe the outputs, and make transfers to each
other.



Interactions within the family
Application: production and sharing within the family

• Y L = λY H , where λ < 1 measures downward risk

• p (x) = 1− e−θx : return to effort parameter

• Environment: (λ, θ): an environment
(
λ′, θ′

)
is harsher than

another environment (λ, θ) if the low output is lower
(λ′ ≤ λ), and/or the marginal return to effort is smaller
(θ′ ≤ θ) with at least one strict inequality



Interactions within the family
Application: production and sharing within the family
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• Stable degree of altruism lower in harsher environments.

• Intuition: free-rider effect stronger in harsher environments
– > more beneficial to mutate towards lower altruism



Interactions beyond the family

• For interactions beyond the family: observability pf
preferences is questionable.



Interactions beyond the family

Insight #2

Evolution by natural selection favors Kantian concerns



Interactions beyond the family
Evolution of preferences under incomplete information

• Alger and Weibull (Econometrica 2013, GEB 2016)
• Each individual’s type is his/her private information
• Θ: the set of all continuous functions u : X 2 → R

• Allow for multiple (Bayesian) Nash Equilibria (BNE)



Interactions beyond the family
Evolution of preferences under incomplete information

Definition
An individual is a homo moralis with degree of morality κ ∈ [0, 1]
if her utility function is of the form

uκ (x , y) = (1− κ) · w (x , y) + κ · w (x , x)

Homo moralis is torn between selfishness and a Kantian concern:
- w (x , y): maximizing own fitness
- w (x , x): doing what would be “right for both”, if the other party
did the same



Interactions beyond the family
Evolution of preferences under incomplete information

Theorem
(a) Homo moralis with degree of morality κ = r is evolutionarily
stable against all behaviorally distinguishable types.
(b) Any type θ which is behaviorally distinguishable from homo
moralis of degree of morality κ = r is evolutionarily unstable.

• Intuition: HM preempts mutants
• A resident population of HM play some xr such that

xr ∈ argmax
x∈X

(1− r) · w (x , xr ) + r · w (x , x)

• A vanishingly rare mutant type, who plays some z ∈ X ,
obtains average fitness

(1− r) · w (z , xr ) + r · w (z , z)



Interactions beyond the family (2)
Evolution of preferences under incomplete information in a structured population

• The tendency for individuals sharing a common ancestor to
interact arises in populations structured into groups, with
limited migration between them

• Our ancestors (last 2 million years) lived in small groups
(5-150 grown-ups), extending beyond the nuclear family

• Impact of such group structure on preferences?



Interactions beyond the family (2)
Evolution of preferences under incomplete information in a structured population

• Population dynamics in populations structured in groups: a
long-standing tradition in biology (Wright, 1931)

• Combine the island model with game theory
• Lehmann, Alger, and Weibull (Evolution 2015), Alger,
Weibull, and Lehmann, WP 2018)



Interactions beyond the family (2)
Evolution of preferences under incomplete information in a structured population



Interactions beyond the family (2)
Evolution of preferences under incomplete information in a structured population



Interactions beyond the family (2)
Evolution of preferences under incomplete information in a structured population

Insight #3

Evolution by natural selection favors Kantian concerns at the
fitness level...

and Kantian concerns mixed with spite or altruism at the
material payoff level



Interactions beyond the family (2)
Evolution of preferences under incomplete information in a structured population

• An infinite number of islands of size n
• Evolution takes place perpetually over discrete time; each
demographic time period consists of two phases:

1. Phase 1 : the n adults in each island interact (X , π)

2. Phase 2 : the realized material payoffs determine each adult’s
survival and fecundity; following reproduction, offspring may
migrate from their native island to other islands (probability
m > 0). After migration, individuals compete for available
spots; at the end there are exactly n adults in each group.

• This determines each adult’s individual fitness: the expected
number of her immediate descendants who have secured a
“breeding spot” in the next demographic time period

• Fitness of i : w (πi ,π−i , π̄∗)



Interactions beyond the family (2)
Evolution of preferences under incomplete information in a structured population

• Assume that, initially, everybody has the same utility function
uθ; suddenly exactly one individual with another utility
function, uτ, appears.

• Does the resident type withstand the invasion of the mutant
type?

• Each individual’s type is his/her private information
• Θ: the set of all continuous functions u : X 2 → R

• Allow for multiple (Bayesian) Nash Equilibria (BNE)



Interactions beyond the family (2)
Evolution of preferences under incomplete information in a structured population

• Any BNE defines a Markov chain that induces a probability
distribution over possible mutant local lineage realizations

• uθ is uninvadable against uτ if uτ is bound to disappear from
the population in finite time

• uθ is uninvadable in Θ if it is uninvadable against all uτ ∈ Θ



Interactions beyond the family (2)
Evolution of preferences under incomplete information in a structured population

Theorem
Uninvadability requires residents to play some strategy satisfying:

x∗ ∈ argmax
x∈X

[1− r (xi , x∗)] · w̃ (xi , xj , x∗)+ r (xi , x∗) · w̃ (xi , xi , x∗) ,

where r (xi , x∗) is the probability for a randomly drawn mutant
playing xi that his neighbor is also a mutant, when residents play
x∗.

• Kantian concern at the fitness level



Interactions beyond the family (2)
Evolution of preferences under incomplete information in a structured population

• Weak selection (material payoffs affect fitness marginally)

Theorem
Under weak selection, v is uninvadable:

v (xi , xj ) = (1− r) · [π (xi , xj )− λ · π (xj , xi )]
+r · [π (xi , xi )− λ · π (xi , xi )]

where λ is the coeffi cient of fitness interdependence:

λ =

(
−∂w (π̄i , π̄j , π̄∗)

∂π̄j

)
/
(

∂w (π̄i , π̄j , π̄∗)
∂π̄i

)
.

• A mix of self-interest, a Kantian concern, and a comparison
with other’s material payoff: other-regarding Kantians



Concluding remarks

• Theory helps us understand how evolutionary forces may have
shaped homo sapiens

• impact of environment on preferences
• discovery of novel preference classes
• Alger and Weibull (Annual Review of Economics 2019)

• Papers on implications of these novel preferences:
Alger and Weibull (The State of Economics, the State of the
World 2019, Games 2017)

• But evolution happens within individual lifetimes, too



Concluding remarks

• I was non-randomly matched with Jörgen in September 1991.
Since then:

• a significant amount of intergenerational transmission of
knowledge has taken place

• both of our fitnesses have increased
• we have both become older
• have we become wiser?



Concluding remarks

• Our co-authorship:
• has been productive, fun, and stimulating
• is still ongoing (work with Jean-François Laslier, Boris van
Leeuwen)

• From the last observation, I infer that our contributions are
complements rather than substitutes



Concluding remarks

Looking back on my life, I am deeply thankful for having had the
opportunity to get to know and to work with Jörgen.

In Toulouse, Jörgen has contributed to the success of IAST.

Happy Birthday and Many Happy Returns!




